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+   100mg 5/19/77 ATS 9:30=[0:00][0:20] early warning [0:30] start [0:45] to
       [1:15] steady at + clear by [2:00]. overall 1+ - this on 24hrs following
       d-methamphetamine. ∴ no potency.
 
+   110mg 5/21/77 ATS 9:55=[0:00][0:35] start to [0:55]+1 good interaction [with]NT
       also 110mg much tea- clear at [3:00]- he by [4:00] experiment well received.

+   120mg 5/29/77 ATS 3:35=[0:00][0:25] start - build up to 1 hr Robert 120mg
       Robert slightly behind me - at [1:25] dropping? [2:25] clear. at [5:15]
±   60 + 60mg [1:30](new) ± don't see it coming but I think it is there. As before
       - head effect rather than window. [3:00] sl.trouble sleeping.

    120mg 6/4/77 Neil 1:30PM (with me, 80mg "S").

+++ 160mg 6/10/77 after 72 hrs. clear 12:48=[0:00] - this to check against 80mg,
       100mg "S". [0:31] start at eyes - develop slowly [0:45] still developing
++     [1:00] complete - some pulse 100 - development of just a window - nothing
       else. [1:05] complete - some stop motion in eyes. [1:30] full ++ or +++
       quite impotent but intellectually alert [1:50] still there - good piano
       [2:05] down a bit [2:15] down to + [2:30] dropping quickly [3:00]
    60 + 60mg =[0:00] booster [with] ineffective amount. [0:30] eyes again [0:33]
       reentry to window - no rush, just development [0:50] pulse 96 - back up to +
       or ++. [1:00] more eye throw - most effects in eye & jaw. give it ++ [1:45]
       dropping - a little physical tension to ~[5:00].

++  100mg 6/13/77 new batch 2:285 10:45AM=[0:30] aware [0:45] development nice
       [1:00] honest + or even ++ - definitely more than MDE of yesterday. [1:45]
+      dropping but still there [2:30] substantially out - still aware of something
    100[4:45] completely clear. [5:00]=[0:00] 100mg [0:40] aware - but no noise
       [1:20] still drunk - but is there any window? [2:00] some eye intox. I am
       spacey - intox. but not windowy! [3:30] clear. +

     80 mg 6/14/77 10:AM=[0:00]. first effects at just [0:30]

+    40 mg [0:30] Σ120 [0:40] slow but real window development - to + [0:50] stable
        at +? the second 40 hasn't come through yet? [0:55] developing a but more
     40 mg [1:00][1:15] deepening - 1st signs of muscular tremors [1:25] - just
        about to ++ - some eye problems - not as satisfactory as all at once.
++   40 mg [1:30][1:35] more muscular - pulse OK, b.p. OK. eyes dilated. I am at ++
        but the window virtues are lost in the eyes - there is a general
        intoxication. I am complete in ASC conversion. Nothing more can happen.
        Mentally only +.
     60 mg [2:00] Σ260mg [2:25] up again [2:30] more. back to ++ [2:40] completely
++      impotent. [3:00] completely inebriated- but not too windowed ++ [3:30] eyes
        still throwing - maybe + [4:00] repairing [4:30] trace yet of sparkle - not
+       yet out [7:00] clear. no residue - no problem sleeping at [12:00].

+   120mg 6/17/77 (see 230) - really 120 "R" -> 120dl. proper chronology. +

    100mg 6/18/77 Mandy with me 100mg "S". ++ Her down:[0:30](3:48PM)=[0:00] start
       window - fingers tingle - 1 1/2 martini [0:37] 3 martinis [0:50] ++ [1:20]
       changes in perspective - sun in trees - some mescaline remin. [2:10] quite
       dilated - hd rt lgt = Audrey- not ticklish [5:00] window gone relaxed-[7:00]
       hypnagogic visions in bed. AM- good sleep- relaxed all day- Good experience.
                                                 see 242 243


